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Why are we here?

01 To listen.

02 To emphasise the importance of a

Queensland voice in the national industry.

To give you an insight into REIA’s approach to

business in 2021, particularly how we have

meaningfully responded to Queensland’s

historical concerns.

03
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Thank you & discussion 

Introductions 

Australian real estate – local business, national industry  

REIA Recapped

How we have listened to REIQ

ROI: Quantitative and qualitative analysis

The road ahead in 2021 

Market rates for Institute membership 

45 minutes in brief
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The Australian
real estate
industry 



Local business, national industry 

The real estate business is at the

heart of every Australian

community - the agency

profession has a visible presence

in cities and towns across all states

151 Federal

Electorates

More than three

quarters of

Australians (75+ %)

Australian Jobs

133,360

per annum

$360 Billion 

$182 Billion & 1 in 4

Australian Jobs

Post COVID-19

view home ownership as a part of

the "Australian way of life"

Property sales remain

strong and are an

integral part of the

Government's economic

recovery plans. 

A significant business

network across all

states and territories

for agents and their

teams supporting

At the median price

in June 2020 sales

amounted to nearly

The agency profession is a vital

broker underpinning the

success story of the entire

Australian property industry -

worth around
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1.To be the trusted national voice for Australia’s

real estate profession by customers, industry &

government

2.To be the leading advocate & political

campaigner building on REIA’s achievements

since 1924 

3.To continue to be a sought after &

authoritative business commentator 

4.To progress professional standards that sets

Institute members apart from the rest

5.To provide value for members & in doing so

use a lean operational model 

REIA: What we do
& how we do it

& POLICY
ADVOCACY 

COMMENTARY
BUSINESS INDUSTRY

EXCELLENCE  
RESEARCH

Mandate Business Areas
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HEADWINDS  & OPPORTUNITY

Getting Real
about our

Strategic Outlook



Megatrends
FOR THE AUSTRALIAN REAL ESTATE INDUSTRY

Consumer Centric

Transparency Inequality

Rising Wealth 

Expectation

Generational

the cities

Escaping 

Climate Adaptation

Decarbonisation +

Fluidity

Work / Life
Migration

Health

Building

Credentials

Sustainability + Green 
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A national agenda

Policy Area 5: Bringing it all together to ensure successful

real estate agencies

Policy Area 1: Ensuring supply of Australian real estate

Policy Area 2: A home for all Australians

Policy Area 3: Real estate for Australia’s cities & regions

Policy Area 4: Sustainable real estate

The 2019 Federal Election campaign & the work of

REIA in the COVID-19 initial lockdown highlighted

the need to move from a reactive footing to a

proactive one

REIA have worked to launch our first ever policy

congress or forum, Getting Real, to be held in

Darwin on 9 June 2021, with key policy priority areas

of:
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What we heard &
how we have

listened to 
REIQ's concerns

since 2015



What we heard How we listened

"REIA was not value for money" REIA has reduced membership fees by nearly 50% and

maintains an annual operating budget of <$1million.

"REIA had a top heavy staffing model" REIA has a small, high quality Canberra based secretariat

of 2FTEs and 1PTE.

"REIA had a non-inclusive &

entertainment heavy culture"

REIA has a strong collaborative and inclusive focus at

Board, membership and secretariat levels, consistent with

best practice corporate policy.

"REIA competed with Institutes for

advocacy & sponsorship"

REIA has corporate policies to not comment on State

based issues or compete on sponsorship. 
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REIA at-a-glance
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REIA Board of Directors

REIA Finance, Risk & Audit

Committee

Member Advisory Committee

(REI CEOs)

REIA CEO & 

Company Secretary (FTE)

Policy Communications Officer

(FTE)

Executive Support Officer

(PTE)

Support Contractors

(outsourced finance & 

media support)



QUANTITATIVE

QUALITATIVE

REIA:
Return on

Investment



Quantitive: Case Studies

Pre-Pandemic

‘stunningly effective campaign’ 

REIA ran a nation-wide election campaign defending
negative gearing and CGT in 2019

Over 10 million voters were reached through our
social media evaluation; and around 600,000 tenants
 
Our campaign evaluation highlighted REIA’s
influence in marginal electorates: 58% of marginal
electorates with an above average proportion of
‘negative gearers’ had a swing to the Coalition

Treasurer Frydenburg labelled it a 

the inclusion of new recipients in JobKeeper 2.0

REIA successfully lobbied for 
JobKeeper to cover commissioned positions

REIA advocated for the extension of JobKeeper and

In the six months following the Election housing sales
increased by 25% meaning an additional $1,750
million in sales commission based on median
Australian price. 

CUMULATIVE VALUE TO INDUSTRY: 

Obtaining a financial license would have cost
property managers in excess of $10,000; and would
have likely caused landlord insurance to modify
products to exclude the function of property
managers. 

CUMULATIVE VALUE TO INDUSTRY: 
For the duration of JobKeeper, it is estimated the
benefit to industry was around $2.5 billion.

CUMULATIVE VALUE TO INDUSTRY: 

REIA secured an exemption for real estate agents
and property managers in the Royal Commission
Omnibus Bill targeting insurance claims handling are
made 

Mid-Pandemic 2021
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Qualitative Testimonials

REIACT REINSW REIV

The REIACT membership growth has

benefitted by this constant source of

industry identity recognition for our

members at both a local and federal

level of government. 

As an REIA member, the REIACT has

been astounded by the consistent and

real time distribution of  lobbying and

advocacy information, media

commentary, data and state/territory

support for issues arising within

individual market places.

 

The additional services, including

identifying national funding

opportunities for State based

activities, such as training, is a direct

financial benefit. 

REIA has always been a national

lobbying resource, therefore it’s

achievements were intangible and

consequently difficult to measure.

Anna has reinvented the REIA, 

I now see the services I get from REIA

as a business input not a financial

drain. The lobbying efforts have

increased and become far more

effective, of course this remains an

intangible.

REIA has played a critical role for Victoria in recent

years. REIA ran a national-wide campaign defending

negative gearing that showed each and every member of

our Victorian network the value of national

representation as the potential change to this policy in

the lead up the Federal Election had seriously impacted

our investor market.  

REIA has since moved on to play a forward thinking role

in areas that will critically affect agencies business and

customers in 20 years’ time such as climate change,

sustainability and the impacts of negative migration.

We also appreciated the support and service provided to

the Victorian industry through Victoria’s Stage 4

Lockdown.

No state or territory can do national advocacy alone

and nor should we. REIA delivers a high quality service

back to our members on a value for money budget.

REIACT  CEO, Michelle Tynan REINSW CEO, Tim McKibbon REIV CEO, Gil King
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Commercial benefits

Procurement Deals

INTERNAL
58% 25% 92.4%

Member Services

EXTERNAL

saving

REIQ pays $10,313 p.a. as

opposed to $25,000 p.a

real estate forms &

agreements

REIQ pays $3840 p.a. as

opposed to $5130 p.a

REIQ members pay $50.00

per member as opposed to

$660.00 per member

Meltwater Media 

32,290,000

Awards Force Docu-sign

saving saving
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June: Getting Real Strategic Policy Forum 2021, REIA National Awards for Excellence

2021 

July: New industry excellence campaign – AREI/ FREI & Getting Real launched 

August: Potential Federal Election; REINSW/ REIA PropTech Conference

September: Agent sales premium research released in time for spring campaigns  

October: AUSTROS 

December: MYEFO; REIA “Strategy 2022” Workshop

2022: Potential Federal Election until May 2021 

 2024: 100 years of REIA! 

Road Ahead

2021

And beyond...
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REIQ: Connecting people & property

01 02
National Influence

& Leadership

Political Intelligence &

AdvocacyREIA provides our

Institutes support

from a Federal

perspective every step

of the way to meet

your vision

Directorship on REIA Board to

set national policy & strategy

Regular presentations to REIQ

Board

Monthly call or face to face

visit with REIQ executive

Weekly View from Canberra

Report with real time political

analysis

Quarterly Federal Real Estate

Roundtables with decision

makers

Awareness briefing with

Federal MPs & Senators
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REIQ: Connecting people & property

04
Industry Excellence 

Annual National Awards for

Excellence

Associate and Fellowship

Accreditation

Development of an

overarching reputational

strategy

03
Market Research

Housing Affordability Report

Real Estate Market Facts

(currently being revitalised)

Occasional Series with deep

dives on key national issues

05
Commercial

REIQ CEO to continue to sit

REI CEO group

REIQ to continue to benefit

from REI joint procurement

group

Receive quarterly Federal

funding opportunity scan and

participate in joint national

tenders
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REIA has worked hard to develop a set of member fees

that are value for money without compromising quality 

REIA’s budget is calculated by agency numbers so each

business participating in a State or Territory body pays

exactly the same 

REIQ’s last reported membership number was 1,499

agents

REIQ’s current Financial Year (2020 – 2021) investment

would be: $159,479 

By REIQ member that would be: $106.40 per annum

The majority of REIA’s Institute members have moved to

line item invoicing for funding the national body 

Members that have done so operate participation in REIA

on a cost-plus basis 

Market Rates for
Institute investment
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We want to help REIQ deliver on its vision of

connecting people & property 

We are committed to representing Queensland agents

and agencies as part of a united national voice

Let’s work better together - thank you!

 

Queensland: 
Be part of a united national voice
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@reiaustralia@REIAustralia Real Estate Institute of Australia@REIANational


